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ON THE INJECTIVE HULLS OF
SEMISIMPLE MODULES

BY

JEFFREY LEVINEC)

Abstract. Let R be a ring. Let T=@ieI E(R¡Mt) and rV=V\isI E(R/Mt), where

each M¡ is a maximal right ideal and E(A) is the injective hull of A for any A-module

A. We show the following: If R is (von Neumann) regular, E(T) = T iff {R/Mt}le,

contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic simple modules, each of which occurs

only a finite number of times, or if it occurs an infinite number of times, it is finite

dimensional over its endomorphism ring.

Let R be a ring such that every cyclic Ä-module contains a simple. Let {R/Mi]ie¡ be

a family of pairwise nonisomorphic simples. Then E(@ts, E(RIMi)) = T~[¡eI E(R/M/).

In the commutative regular case these conditions are equivalent.

Let R be a commutative ring. Then every intersection of maximal ideals can be

written as an irredundant intersection of maximal ideals iff every cyclic of the form

Rlf^\te, Mi, where {Mt}te! is any collection of maximal ideals, contains a simple.

We finally look at the relationship between a regular ring R with central idempotents

and the Zariski topology on spec R.

Introduction. Eckmann and Schopf [2] have shown the existence and unique-

ness up to isomorphism of the injective hull of any module. The problem has been

to take a specific module and find explicitly its injective hull. In this paper we will

do this for certain semisimple modules.

A. K. Tiwary [13] has a description of the injective hull of any semisimple module

over a commutative regular ring in terms of the Zariski topology.

Let R he a ring and 5 a semisimple /î-module. Then Sx@ie, S¡, where each S¡

is a simple /?-module. Let T=@ieI E(S¡) and W=]~[le, £(5,), where E(M) is the

injective hull of M for any /î-module M. In §2 we give necessary and sufficient

conditions for E(S) = T, when R is a regular ring. In §3 sufficient conditions are

given for E(S) = W and these are shown to be necessary when R is a commutative

regular ring.

A closely related problem is the following: When can an intersection of maximal

right ideals be written as an irredundant intersection of maximal right ideals?
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Nastasescu and Popescu [8] have shown that in a commutative ring F a sufficient

condition is that every cyclic F-module contains a simple F-module. This condition

is too strong to be necessary.

In §4 we give a necessary and sufficient condition that every intersection of

maximal ideals can be written as an irredundant intersection of maximal ¡deals in a

commutative ring.

§5 deals with some of the properties of the Zariski topology on spec F of a regular

ring whose idempotents are central. Alexandroff and Urysohn [1] have shown that

the Stone-Cech compactification of a set I with the discrete topology has the

property that the only converging sequences are those that are constant from some

point on. Using the fact that this topology is homeomorphic to the Zariski topology

on any direct product of division rings indexed by I [6], [11], we give an algebraic

proof of this property. In fact, we show that every complete regular ring with

central idempotents has this property. We also look at the closed sets and how they

relate to the preceding sections.

This paper is part of a doctoral dissertation submitted to Rutgers University. The

author wishes to express his appreciation to his advisor Professor Barbara Osofsky

for her encouragement and advice during the writing of this thesis.

1. Conventions and definitions. Throughout this paper F will denote an associa-

tive ring with unit. Unless explicitly mentioned to the contrary all F-modules will

be unital right F-modules.

A ring F is called (von Neumann) regular iff every finitely generated right ideal

is generated by an idempotent. A ring F is called a K-ri ng iff every simple F module

is injective. S. Villamayor has shown that F is a K-ring iff every right ideal is an

intersection of maximal right ideals. This result is unpublished. If F is commutative,

F is a F-ringiff F is regular [10]. Let I be any set. Then by \I\ we mean the cardinality

of I. By AT<0 we mean the direct sum of the F-module AT indexed by I. By M'

we mean the direct product of M indexed by I.

Let F be a ring and let M e MR have endomorphism ring A; For any subset x of

AT, let x1 = {r e R | xr = 0}. x1 is a right ideal of F. The totality of such right ideals

will be denoted by AAM, F). For any subject Y of F, let Y1 = {m e M \ mY=0}.

Then Y1 is a A-submodule of AT. The totality of such A-submodules of M is

denoted by AAM, R). It is clear that ^4r(AT, F) (respectively AAM, R)) is closed

under arbitrary intersections, making it a complete lattice. In particular the

ascending chain condition (a.c.c.) in AAM, R) (respectively AAM, R)) is equivalent

to the maximum condition. Since Ar(M, R) and AAM, R) are anti-isomorphic as

lattices, one will satisfy a.c.c. iff the other satisfies the descending chain condition

(d.c.c).

A module M is said to be S-injective iff AT(/> is injective for any index set T. AT is

said to be countably 2-injective in case AT(m) is injective. AT is 2-injective iff M is

countably 2-injective [3, Proposition 3].
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2. The direct sum as injective hull.    Let R be a ring. Let S be a semisimple

Z?-module. Then Sx@ie¡ S¡ where each 5, is a simple /{-module. Let

T = © E(St)   and    W = Y\ E(S¡)-
iel iel

W is injective and it is trivial that T is an essential extension of S. Therefore, an

isomorphic copy of EiS) can be found contained in W and containing T. Thus

E(S) = E(T). We will give necessary and sufficient conditions for E(T) = T in the

case of a regular ring.

Lemma 2.1. Let Rbe a ring. Let A=@ie¡ A¡, where each A¡ is an R-module, and

\I\ is infinite. Let

0^x = (Xi)m eYjA:
iel

such that xR n A =0. Let r e R such that r £ (X,)1- for some j e I. Then

I' = {iel\ x,r Ï 0}

is infinite.

Proof. If not, then 0^(xir)ieI e xR n A. This contradicts the hypothesis on x.

Therefore / is infinite.

Lemma 2.2. Let Rbe a ring. Let Mx and M2 be maximal right ideals, such that

R/Mj#R/M2. Let 0 + r + MxeR/Mx and 0 + s + M2eR/M2. Then (r + Mx)L

^(s + M2y.

Proof. SinceR/Mx = (r + Mx)Rx R/(r + MX)Land R/M2 = (s + M2)Rx R/(s + M2)L,

if (s+M2y = (r+Mx)L, then R/MxxR/M2. Thus the conclusion holds.

Twill not be injective if we can find elements in flte/ E(R/M/) which are essential

over their intersection with 0¡e/ EiR/M¡). The following technical lemma will

construct these elements.

Lemma 2.3. Let R be a regular ring. Let T=@ieI E(R/MX), where each M, is a

maximal right ideal and \I\ is infinite. Let 0^x = (Xi)ie¡eTJie, R/Mt such that

xR n (0,e/ R/Mx) = 0. Let //={/ e I \ x^O}. Pick aeH. Assume

(i) (Xhy^(Xh.yfor all h, h' e H, ti*W.

(ii) For all e = e2 e R with e e (Xay, if there exists a b e H such that e $ (Xb)L,

then there exists an infinite set H(e)^H such that (l—e)£(Xhy and (Xay

¥=(I-e + iXh) 1)x for all h e Hie).

Then T is not injective.

Proof. We will construct a countable set J^H, a set of idempotents {e;}ye/ and a

set of nonzero /?-maps {g,}jeJ such that ^je] e,R is direct and g f. e,-R -> E(R/M,)

for all / e J.
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If this is done, let g be the direct sum map from @JeJ efR to F. Since the image of

g has an infinite number of nonzero projections in F, there does not exist an m e T

such that g(x) = mx for all x e @jeJ e¡R. Therefore, Fis not injective.

We now proceed to the construction. It will be based on an induction process.

For each integer « we will construct the following sets.

An = {ex, ■ ■., en} of « distinct idempotents such that e¡ e (Xay for 1 :£/;':£« and

2f-i e¡R is direct. Also Ai = Ai-1 u {et} f°r all i=ä».

Ln = {MPn(i) | 1 ̂  i í¡ «} where /?„(/) is a one-to-one map from {1, 2,..., ri} -*■ H

such that/?n extends/»n_i.

Each e¡ £ ATPn(z") and Fn=Fn_i u {A/Pn(«)}.

Let 6 e TT, b¥=a. Let e^e2 e (A^)1, ex i (Xby. Let A={ei) and Fi={M„}.

Assume we have At and F¡ for all l'ï»»— 1. Let fn=f2 generate 0?=í e¡F. Then

(l-ZJ+iJO^-H-JSr/ since/„ e (A",)1. Therefore l-fn£(Xay and by Lemma

2.1, 1 —/„ does not belong to an infinite subset of {(Xhy} he H. Therefore by the

hypothesis, there exists a set H(fn)^H such that \H(fn)\ is infinite and (Xa)L

$(1 -fn + (Xhyy for all h e H(fn). Pick an h(ri) e H(fn) such that «(«) does not

belong to the image of F„_i. Then (l-fn) + (Xay*Q and (l-/,) + (IJV0.

Since (Xay*(l-fn + (XWn)yy, we may pick a tn e (Xa)\ tn i (1 -fn + (XMn)yy.

Then (1 -fn)tn e (Xay but (1 -fn)tn i (Xh(n)y. Let en = e2 generate ((1 -fn)tn)R. Let

An = An_x u fcn} an<l Ln=Ln-x u {AT/un)}- These sets have the required properties.

To get the set of maps {g,}jej, we use the fact that

R/MhW x R/(Xhmy.

Define gn: enR->R/(MMn)y, by gn(enr) = enr + (Xhmy for all reí. Since

en $ (Xhw)1, g is a nonzero F-map which cannot be extended to a map from F to F.

Proposition 2.4. Let R be a regular ring. Let F=0ie/ E(R/Mt), where each Mt

is a maximal right ideal. IfT=E(T), then the set D = {R/Mt}ieI contains only a finite

number of nonisomorphic simple modules.

Proof. Assume D contains an infinite number of nonisomorphic simple modules.

Pick out a countable subset of nonisomorphic simples, say {R/Mb}b e w.

If F is injective, so is T' = (¡£)bsa E(R/M„), T' being a direct summand of F.

Let 0 # x=(xb)bea e Ylbea R/Mb such that xF n ©6effl R/Mb=0.lf no such element

x existed, F would be contained in a proper essential extension and thus F would

not be injective.

We claim that (Xby =£ (Xb)L for all b, b' e a?, with b + V and x6^0 and x^O.

This follows since R/MbxR/(xby and R/Mb,xR/(xb.)x and R/Mb%R/Mb.. Let

H={b e co | Xü^O}. Let e be any idempotent in (xi)1, e $ (x2)L. Then there exists an

infinite set TT(e)çTT such that (l-c + (xh)1)J-$(xi)1 for all heH(e). Otherwise

R/MxXR/Mb for an infinite number of be w. Now apply Lemma 2.3. Therefore F

is not injective.
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The converse of Proposition 2.4 is false. The full ring of linear transformations

R on a countable dimensional right vector space Kover a field F provides a counter-

example. The socle of R is a countable direct sum of isomorphic injective simple

/î-modules, but is not itself injective.

Let R be a ring and let M be a maximal right ideal. Let F=HomR (R/M, R/M).

Then Fis a division ring and R/M is a left vector space over F. In the above example

each simple module contained in the socle of R was an infinite-dimensional left

vector space over its endomorphism ring. If R is regular, the following theorem

shows that R/M is S-injective iff R/M is finite dimensional over F.

Theorem 2.5. Let R be a regular ring. Let R/M be a simple R-module, where M

is a maximal right ideal. Let F= Horn R (R/M, R/M). Then E(R/M) is 2^-injective iff

R/M is finite dimensional over F. In this case E(R/M) = R/M.

Proof. Assume R/M is finite dimensional over F. Let (x,)f=1 be a basis and let

Mi = (xi)J-. Let A=H?=i A/j. Then A is a two sided ideal, since N=(R/M)L. R/N

is semisimple since R/N is regular and has a composition series. Let/: /-> (R/M)™

he an R-map, where /is any right ideal. We will show that/can be extended to an

R-map.f: R -> (R/M)™, thus showing (R/M)™ is injective by Baer's Criterion.

Let A=I+N/N. Then A is a right R/N-modu\e and Axl/Ir\ A. Define a map

fi*:A^ (R/M)™ by f (i + (In N))=f(i) for all / e I. This is well defined since if

/+(/n N) = /' + (/n A), then i'-ieln N=I-N since R is regular [7, p. 133].

Therefore fi(i-i') = J,i = xfi(aibi) where a¡el and /», e A. Then ¿¿^l/faA)

= 2"=i ifiat))b, = 0 since Z», e (A/M) + Thus/(/)=/(/'). It is easy to see that/* is an

R/N homomorphism. Since (R/M)™ is an injective R/N module, /* can be ex-

tended to an R/N-map, fi#, from R/N to (R/M)™. Define f':R-> (R/M)™ by

fir) =fir + N) for all r e Ä. Then/'is an /?-map extending/and Ä/MisS-injective.

Now assume that R/M is infinite dimensional over F. Let {x,},e, be a basis. We

will show that the hypothesis of Lemma 2.3 holds. Thus EiR/M) is not Z-injective.

Let Mi = ixiy for all /e land let F = fW M¡. Then L = (R/M)x. Let 3i he the set

of all right ideals C in Ar(R/M, R) such that C/L has a composition series. 2^0

since Le 2. If E(R/M) is S-injective, Faith has shown Ar(E(R/M), R) [3, Proposi-

tion 3] has a.c.c. Let A" be maximal in 3). Let Cbean F-submodule of R/M such that

(&y = K. Let {y¡}¡eJ be a basis for 0 and let N, = (y,y for ally g J. Then A= f^, A,,

We claim |/| is infinite. If not, then R/K has a composition series and therefore

R/L would have a composition series.

Let xtx,..., xin... be a countable subset of {x,},e/ where xXjj^xik if j #&. Then

Fxu c+ FXü + F^ c    ... e   Fxix+■ ■ ■ +Fxin c+ . ..

and each FxiX+ ■■■ +Fxue A,(R/ M, R) since every simple module is quasi-

injective [4]. Since A¡(R/M, R) does not satisfy a.c.c, ATiR/M, R) does riot satisfy

d.c.c. Thus R/L has no composition series.
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Let y = (yj)jeJe(R/M)J. Then yR n (R/M)(J) = 0. If not, there would exist an

r e R,re(y¡y for all but a finite number ofjeJ. Let J' = (j\r e(yj)L). Then

P=f^\jer TV, =>+ Ojej Nj and F/F has a composition series. This contradicts the

maximality of F in AAR/M, R). Since {jj}jej is a basis for (9, (y,)L#(jft)x if ,/'#«.

Well-order / beginning the order with the positive integers.

Let e = e2 e(yxy, e$(y2)L. By Lemma 2.1, (1 -e) + (yj)1^0 for an infinite set

TTç F

Assume that j?h(l — e)Ni^(yh)1 for all but a finite number of heH, say

{«!,«2,...,«J. Let TT' = TT-{«i,...,«J. Let K=©heH. Fj„. For all heH',

yh(l— e)=fh(yi(l— e)) for some fheF and all heH'. Since yi(l—e)eV,

{yx(l —e)} u {jhe}Aeíí is a generating set for V. A basis containing yx(l — e) may be

picked out, say {j»i(l -e)} u {yhe}heG where G^H'. Then l-ee^e)1 for all

«eG. Let ßh = {>'fte}± for all « e TT. Then 0 = 0^0 0^+ F and Q/K has a

composition series, since F= (9 n (ji(l — e))L. Therefore yh(l — e)Ni^(yh)L for an

infinite number of « and the hypothesis of Lemma 2.3 hold. Thus E(R/M) is not

2-injective.

Theorem 2.6. Let R be a regular ring. Let F=©ie7 E(R/Mi). Let TT={F/ATi}ie/.

Then T=E(T) iff H contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic simples, and if

R/Mj is any simple in H, either it is finite dimensional over its endomorphism ring or

H contains only a finite number of isomorphic copies of it.

Proof. If T=E(T) the result follows from Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.4 and

the fact that direct summands of injective modules are injective.

The converse is trivial.

Tiwary [13] has shown that if F is a commutative regular ring, then every simple

module is S-injective. This follows from our result since in this case every simple

F-module is one-dimensional over its endomorphism ring.

3. The direct product as injective hull. We will now look at the other extreme,

when does E(T) = nie/ F(F/AT¡)?

Proposition 3.1. Let R be a ring such that every cyclic R-module contains a

simple R-module. If {AF}je/ is any collection of maximal right ideals, such that

R/M&R/MJor i*j, then F(©i6/ E(R/Mi)) = Ylie, E(R/Mi).

Proof. Let W=Y\iei E(RIMX). Let 0^x = (x¡)ie/ eWbe arbitrary. We will show

that xF n F^O, where F= ©ie/ E(R/AT¡). Thus W will be an injective essential

extension of Fand therefore W=E(T).

LetF = P)ie/(A'i)1. Let F/Fç F/F be a simple F-module, where F is a right ideal.

We claim K<^f\ii:j (Aj)1 for somej e I. Let k+L generate K/L. Then k $ (A,)1 for

some; e T. If k $ (Xty, t^j, t e I, then k + (X,)V0 + (X,)1 and k + (Xty ¿0 + (Xt)L.

Now no nonzero submodule of xtR is isomorphic to a submodule of x,R, since

they are essential extensions of nonisomorphic socles. Hence

(k+(xtyy ¿ (k+(x,Y)\
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Without loss of generality there exists an r e (k + (X,)1)1, r £ (k + (Xtyy since we

can always interchange the roles of y and t. Then kr e (X,)L, kr $ (Xty. Therefore

kr+L^O + L. Since K/L is simple, there exists meL and r'eR such that

k = krr' + m. Since kr e (X¡)L and L^(Xj)L, k e(Xj)1, a contradiction. Therefore

KsOt+j (Xty. Then 0¥=xk e T. Thus E(T)= W.

It might seem that Proposition 3.1 comes from nowhere, but in the commutative

regular case this is also a necessary condition.

Theorem 3.2. Let R be a commutative regular ring. Let F=0,6/ R/Mt, where

{Mi}ie! is any set of distinct maximal ideals. Then T~[ieI Z?/M, = F(0ie/ R/M¡)for all

such collections {Mt}ieI iff every cyclic R-module contains a simple R-module.

Proof. If every cyclic F-module contains a simple F-module, then this is Proposi-

tion 3.1.

Assume F(0ie/F/M,) = n¡e/(F/M,) for all collections {M¡},e; of distinct

maximal ideals. Let F be a cyclic F-module. Then PxR/L where L is an ideal.

Since F is a K-ring, L = (~)ieI M, where each M, is a maximal ideal.

Let x = ixx)lEl e Uiei R/Mu x^O for all / e /. Since F(0,E/ F/M,) = rLe; F/M„

there exists an r e R such that O^xr e T. In fact r can be picked in all but one Mk

for some k el. Thus 0#xr e R/Mk.

Set K=f\ii¡k M¡=> -Hie/ Mi. Thus K/L is simple and the theorem is proved.

4. Irredundant intersections of maximal ideals. Another interesting problem

that arises from this work is the irredundancy of intersections of right ideals.

In Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 we investigated when the injective hull of

F=0iei E(R/Mt) is equal to W=Uiei E(R/Mi).

We found that a sufficient condition is that every cyclic F-module contains a

simple F-module. In the commutative regular case if L = (~]íeI M¡ where {M,}ie, is

any set of maximal ideals, then R/L^K/L where K is an ideal and K/L is simple.

The method used in the proof of Proposition 3.1 shows K=f*)i¥,j M, for some

j e I. Can one write L as an irredundant intersection of maximal ideals?

The sufficient condition of Nastasescu and Popescu [8], that every cyclic F-

module contains a simple F-module, is too strong to be necessary. The important

cyclics for this are of the form R/Oie, Mt, where {Mt}leI is any collection of maximal

ideals.

Theorem 4.1. Let F be a commutative ring. Then every intersection of maximal

ideals can be written as an irredundant intersection of maximal ideals iff every cyclic

R-module of the form F/p|ieí M¡, where {Af,}(s; represents any set of maximal ideals,

contains a simple R-module.

Proof. Assume that every intersection of maximal ideals can be written as an

irredundant intersection of maximal ideals. Let {M,}ie/ be any collection of maximal

ideals. Let L = f)ieI Mi = f)je, N, where {Nj}jeJ is a collection of maximal ideals

such that their intersection is irredundant. ThenZ,cp);#fc N} for any k eJ, since the
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intersection is irredundant. Let K=(~)J¥,k TV, for some k el. K/LxR/Nk is simple.

Therefore every cyclic of the required form contains a simple module.

Assume that every cyclic module of the required form contains a simple module.

Let P)ie/ AT¡ be any intersection of maximal ideals. We will show that L = f]teI Mt

can be written as an irredundant intersection of maximal ideals.

Since R = R/C]ieI Mt is cyclic of the required form, F contains a simple F-module

and thus F has nonzero scale.

By Proposition 3.1 we know that every simple F-submodule of F is the inter-

section of all but one maximal ideal in {AT¡}i6/. Let {S;7£,};e/ be the set of distinct

simple submodules of F, where J^I. That is Sj = (~~)i¿j M¡. Let H=(~)jeJ AF,.

We claim TT=F and that TT is an irredundant intersection. It is obvious that

TT2F. If it were proper containment let a e H, a $ L. H/L has zero socle, since if it

contained a simple submodule S, S would equal Pit*; ^t f°r some ye F This is

impossible since f~)¡¿j M^M, since O^,- M^L.

We will show that aR+L/L contains a simple F-module and thus arrive at a

contradiction. Consider the collection {AT(}(er where T^I and a$ Mt for all teT.

We claim aR + L/LxR/(~)teT Mt. By the hypothesis this latter cyclic contains a

simple F-module.

To get this isomorphism define a map/: R/Ç~)teT M "*■ aR + L/L by f(r + C]teT Mt)

= ar+L. Then / is well defined since if r e (~]teT Mt, areLf is clearly onto.

f(r + C\teT Mt) = 0+L implies ar eL since a$ Mt for all teT, r e Mt for all teT,

since each AT, is prime. Thus we have the isomorphism and H=L.

If TT is not the irredundant intersection of the {M,)jel then f~)j¥,k Mj = r]jej M¡

for some kej. This would say that Mk^f>\j¿k AF,, but the {Mj}jeJ were picked so

this could not happen. Therefore F is an irredundant intersection of maximal ideals.

An example of a ring with this property which is not regular is F = 0¡°i x 2¡+Z(2),

where each Qi is a copy of the rational numbers and Z(2) is the integers localized at

2Z. F consists of elements of the form r = (qu q2,..., qn, a± ax ax...), where each

qteQ and aeZ^Q.

5. The Zariski topology. Let F be a ring such that every one-sided ideal is two-

sided. Let spec F be the set of all maximal ideals of F. Let 0 be the collection of all

sets of the form

TT(a) = {MespecF|a£ AT}

for all a e R. Then 0 is a basis for a compact topology on spec F [7, p. 47]. For

topological notation see Kelley [5]. This topology is called the Zariski topology

on spec F.

If F is also regular, then the Zariski topology is Hausdorff. To see this let

Mi, M2 e spec R. Let e = e2 e Mu e $ M2. Then M e TT(1 — e) and AT2 e TT(t?), and

these are disjoint open sets.

If F is regular then each TT(ö) is both open and closed. Let aR = eR where e = e2.

Then H(a) = H(e) and e belongs to a maximal ideal M iff 1 —e $ M.
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In the special case when F = riier F¡, where each F, is a division ring, it is known

that the Zariski topology on spec F is homeomorphic to the Stone-Cech compactifi-

cation of the set / with the discrete topology.

We will now look at the closure of sets in spec F.

Proposition 5.1. Let Rbe a regular ring such that every right ideal is two-sided.

Let C={Mj)jBj be a subset of spec F. Then the closure of C consists of all those

maximal ideals M such that M^C]jeJ M¡.

Proof. Let M belong to the closure of C. Let e e (~]¡e, M¡, where e = e2. If e $ M,

then 1 — e e M. Since H(e) is a neighborhood of M and Misa point of closure of

C, Mj e H(e) for some y e J. Thus e $ Mj, a contradiction. Therefore ¥2 C]jeJ Mj.

Let M^f]jeJ Mj. Let H(\— e) be a basic neighborhood of M. Assume

Mj $ H (I — e) for all j. Then 1 — e e Mf for all y so 1 — e e Ç\ieJ M,£M, a contra-

diction. Therefore M belongs to the closure of C.

Proposition 5.2. Let Rbe a regular ring such that every right ideal is two-sided.

Let C be any closed set and M $ C. Then there is a basic open set, H(e), such that

H(e) 3 C and M $ //(e), where e = e2.

Proof. C={Mj}JeJ for some  set J.  Since  M is  not in the closure  of C,

M$+ C\jej Mj. Let e = e2 e Ç\jeJ M¡, e $ M. Then H(e) is the desired set.

This proposition shows that if C is any closed set and M $ C, there exist two open

sets Pls P2 such that MeP1; C^P2 and P, u P2 = specF. Let P2 = H(e) and

Px = H(l— e) as in Proposition 5.2.

Let F be a commutative regular ring. Let T= F(0ie7 R/M^ where {Mt}ie, is any

collection of maximal ideals. Tiwary [3] has shown that, if T is injective, then

{M,},e/ contains only a finite number of isolated points in the relative topology on

{M,},e/. We will give an algebraic description of all the isolated points in spec F,

where F is any ring such that every right ideal is two-sided. Let L = P),6Í M, where

{M,},s/ is the set of all maximal ideals of F. Let Kj = f]i¥,j M, for all je I.

Proposition 5.3. Let Rbe a ring with all right ideals two-sided. The following are

equivalent:

(i) Kj/L is simple.

(ii) Mj is an isolated point in spec F.

Proof. Assume (i). Let ee K¡,e$ Mj. Then H(e) = {Mj). Therefore M¡ is an

isolated point.

Now assume (ii). Let H(e) = {M,). Then e e K¡, e $ M¡. Therefore Kj/L is simple.

Alexandroff and Urysohn have shown that if |/| is countable, then B(I) has the

property that the only converging sequences are those that are constant from some

point on [1]. Their proof also goes through for any set /. We will give an algebraic

proof of this fact and show that any complete regular ring whose idempotents are

central has this property. By a regular ring F being complete we mean the lattice of
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cyclic right ideals of F form a complete lattice. Any direct product of divisions

rings is a complete regular ring.

Lemma 5.4. Let R be a regular ring whose idempotents are central. Let {Mj}jsJ

be a collection of maximal ideals. Let L = f}je] M¡. Then idempotents in R/L can be

lifted to R. Furthermore countable sets of orthogonal idempotents in R/L can be

lifted to a set of orthogonal idempotents in R.

Proof. The proof is obvious. If a+L = (a + L)2, then a+L lifts to e where eR = aR

and e2 = e.

A family B = {e(j) \jeJ} of idempotents of a ring F is called nice if

(i) e(i)e(j) = e(j)e(i) for all i,jej,

(u) ns=ia)re=n+i(i-e(/))^oif{Äi i¿a^«í}n{j/3|«+i^«í}=0.
The following proposition follows from a result of Hausdorff and Tarski on

independent elements in the Boolean algebra of subsets of a set.

Proposition 5.5. (See Sikorski [12, /?. 45], Osofsky [9].) Let {e(k) | k e K} be an

infinite set of orthogonal idempotents of a ring R with \K\=H. Assume for each

L^K there exists an idempotent e(L) e F such that

(i) e(k)e(L) = e(L)e(k) = e(k)XL(k) where XL denotes the characteristic function
r rofL.
(ii) e(L)e(H) = e(H)e(L) for all L, H^K.

Then there exists a nice set of idempotents A^R such that  \A\=2H.  Also if

{ah,...,aJn}^A, there exists keK such that e(k) nâ=i a(ja) n¡?=n + i (1 -<*(/»)

= e(k).

Proposition 5.6. (See Osofsky [9].) Let Rbe a complete regular ring. For any in-

finite set of orthogonal idempotents of R the hypotheses of Proposition 5.5 are

satisfied.

Theorem 5.7. Let R be a complete regular ring such that all idempotents are cen-

tral. Let {Mj}f=x oe a set of distinct maximal ideals. Then M1;..., AT„,... does not

converge in the Zariski topology.

Proof. Assume that Mu ..., Mn,... converges to AT. hetfe M. Then/belongs

to all but a finite number of the M/s. Therefore Mç [Jn (P|;an M¡). Since this latter

ideal is proper M={Jn((~)jin M¡). LetF=nf=i M¡. By the methods of Proposition

3.1 M/L is the socle of R/L.

Let Nk = f\}*k Mj. Then every simple submodule of R/L must be of this form.

If the sequence converges there are only a countable number of maximal ideals

containing F, since for every maximal ideal TV# M containing L, N/L is a direct

summand of R/L. This follows since M/L is the socle of R/L and TV misses some

idempotent generated simple submodule of the socle.

Let (ak+L) = (ak+L)2 generate Nk for all k. By Lemma 5.4 lift these elements to

an orthogonal set {ek}k = 1 of idempotents in F. Now use Proposition 5.5 and
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Proposition 5.6 to construct a nice set of idempotents in F of cardinality 2N<>. Also

by Proposition 5.5 these elements mod L will form a nice set of idempotents, B, of

cardinality 2NV For eachfe 2B construct an ideal I, of R/L by admitting e if/ = 1

or 1 — e if fe = 0. Enlarge each If to a maximal ideal Mf of R/L. These maximal

ideals are distinct since f^g implies there exist e e M, such that I—e e Ma. This

shows that there are at least 22**0 of these maximal ideals. Thus the sequence does

not converge.

This theorem does not hold in arbitrary commutative regular rings. Let

F = 0,™ j F¡ + F where F is a field and each F, = F. Elements of F are of the form

if, ■ ■ ■ ,fn,f,f,f, • • •) where each/, e F and fie F. Let M, be the maximal ideal with

/th component zero. Let M=©,°i1 F, then M is maximal and Mx,..., Mn...

converges to M.

Let F = Pir=i M¡. In this case M/L is the socle of R/L. This characterizes those

sequences that converge.

Theorem 5.8. Let R be a regular ring whose idempotents are central. Let

Mx,..., Mn,... be a sequence of distinct maximal ideals. Let L = (~)¡%x M¡. Then

Mi,.. ., Mn.. . converges to a maximal ideal M iff M/L is the socle of R/L. In this

case F(©,6/ R/Mi) = Uie, R/M,.

Proof. Assume that Mx,..., Mn... converges to M. Then as in Theorem 5.7

M=\Jn (Hign Mi) and M/L is the socle of R/L.

Now assume that M/L is the socle of R/L. Let/e M. The socle of R/L is 2 Kt

where Kj = f)li¡j MJL for each y. Thus / belongs to all but a finite number of

{M¡}¡°=j. Therefore Mx,..., Mn,... converges to M.

Let 0#x = (*,),= j. enr=i R/Mi. Let /={/1 x^O}. If J is infinite {M,}3eJ is a

subsequence of {M,},™ x and thus converges to M. Therefore there exists an r e F

such that r belongs to all but a finite number of the {Mj}jsJ. Then

O^xr e ©,™ i R/Mu so 17™= i R/Mi is an injective essential extension of 2i™ i R/M,.

Thus £(©,«_! F/M,) = nr=1 ^/M,.
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